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Canyon County Case No.
CR14-18-9228

RESPONDENT’S BRIEF

Issue
Has Wheeler failed to establish that the district court abused its discretion, either by
imposing a unified sentence of 15 years, with five years fixed, upon the jury’s verdict finding
him guilty of battery on a correctional officer, with a persistent violator enhancement, or by
denying his Rule 35 motion for a reduction sentence?

Wheeler Has Failed To Establish That The District Court Abused Its Sentencing Discretion
A jury found Wheeler guilty of battery on a correctional officer, with a persistent violator
enhancement, and the district court imposed a unified sentence of 15 years, with five years fixed.
(R., pp.232-33.) Wheeler filed a notice of appeal timely from the judgment of conviction. (R.,
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pp.221-25.) He also filed a timely Rule 35 motion for a reduction of sentence, which the district
court denied. (R., pp.234-36; Supp. R., pp.13-17.)
Wheeler asserts his sentence is excessive because he has not rehabilitated while
incarcerated and continues to commit crimes, some of his “other cases” were dismissed, his
daughter has leukemia, and he claimed he “would not hurt his brother,” whose life he threatened.
(Appellant’s brief, pp.4-7.) The record supports the sentence imposed.
“An appellate review of a sentence is based on an abuse of discretion standard. Where a
sentence is not illegal, the appellant has the burden to show that it is unreasonable and, thus, a
clear abuse of discretion.” State v. Bonilla, 161 Idaho 902, 905, 392 P.3d 1243, 1246 (Ct. App.
2017). “To show an abuse of discretion, the defendant must show that in light of the governing
criteria, the sentence was excessive, considering any view of the facts.” State v. McIntosh, 160
Idaho 1, 8, 368 P.3d 621, 628 (2016). “A sentence of confinement is reasonable if it appears at
the time of sentencing that confinement is necessary to accomplish the primary objective of
protecting society and to achieve any or all of the related goals of deterrence, rehabilitation, or
retribution applicable to a given case.” State v. Reed, 163 Idaho 681, 417 P.3d 1007, 1013 (Ct.
App. 2018). The district court has the discretion to weigh those objectives and give them
differing weights when deciding upon the sentence. McIntosh, 160 Idaho at 9, 368 P.3d at 629;
State v. Moore, 131 Idaho 814, 825, 965 P.2d 174, 185 (1998) (court did not abuse its discretion
in concluding that the objectives of punishment, deterrence and protection of society outweighed
the need for rehabilitation). “In deference to the trial judge, this Court will not substitute its view
of a reasonable sentence where reasonable minds might differ.” McIntosh, 160 Idaho at 8, 368
P.3d at 628 (quoting State v. Stevens, 146 Idaho 139, 148-49, 191 P.3d 217, 226-27 (2008)).
Furthermore, “[a] sentence fixed within the limits prescribed by the statute will ordinarily not be
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considered an abuse of discretion by the trial court.” Id. (quoting State v. Nice, 103 Idaho 89,
90, 645 P.2d 323, 324 (1982)).
The penalty for battery on a correctional officer, with a persistent violator enhancement,
is not less than five years, up to life in prison. I.C. §§ 18-915(2), 19-2514. The district court
imposed a unified sentence of 15 years, with five years fixed, which falls well within the
statutory guidelines.

(R., pp.232-33.)

On appeal, Wheeler contends that his sentence is

excessive because he has not rehabilitated while incarcerated and continues to commit crimes,
some of his “other cases” were dismissed, and he claimed he “would not hurt his brother,” whose
life he threatened. (Appellant’s brief, pp.6-7.) That Wheeler has not rehabilitated, despite
having previously been afforded rehabilitative treatment (1/2/19 Tr., p.802, Ls.16-19 1), and
continues to disregard institutional rules and commit violent crimes, even while incarcerated,
does not demonstrate that his sentence is excessive. Although he argues that “the sentencing
goal of rehabilitation would not be best served by [his] continued incarceration” because he
believes he will not receive rehabilitative “help” in prison (Appellant’s brief, p.6), he has shown
a lack of amenability to treatment, particularly because he refuses to accept responsibility for any
of his criminal behavior (1/2/19 Tr., p.801, Ls.17-22; p.815, L.6 – p.830, L.6; p.832, Ls.11-12;
R., p.235; Supp. R., p.18). Furthermore, the district court stated that it had “a lot of concern
about the protection of society and the danger [Wheeler] may impose [sic] to our community,”
and that it had “a lot of doubt” about whether Wheeler’s issues could be treated and managed in
the community. (1/2/19 Tr., p.831, Ls.21-22; p.833, Ls.7-10.) It was not an abuse of discretion

1

It appears that the word “case” has been replaced with “CR14-18-09228” throughout the
transcripts in this case.
3

for the district court to determine that the primary sentencing objective of protecting society
outweighed the dubious possibility that Wheeler could be safely rehabilitated in the community.
At sentencing, the state addressed Wheeler’s ongoing violent and criminal behavior,
refusal to abide by court orders or institutional rules, failure to rehabilitate or be deterred, the
danger he presents to the community, and his lack of amenability to treatment. (1/2/19 Tr.,
p.787, L.11 – p.791, L.20; p.793, L.16 – p.803, L.2 (Appendix A).)

The district court

subsequently articulated the correct legal standards applicable to its decision and also set forth its
reasons for imposing Wheeler’s sentence. (1/2/19 Tr., p.831, L.10 – p.833, L.15 (Appendix B).)
The state submits that Wheeler has failed to establish an abuse of discretion, for reasons more
fully set forth in the attached excerpts of the sentencing hearing transcript, which the state adopts
as its argument on appeal. (Appendices A and B.)
Wheeler next asserts that the district court abused its discretion by denying his Rule 35
motion for a reduction sentence because he continued to maintain his innocence and to claim he
is “‘no risk’” and has no other crimes, he reiterated that he is a general building contractor and
has four children and two grandchildren, and he believes that his incarceration “‘serves no
purpose.’” (Appellant’s brief, pp.7-8 (quoting R., p.235).) If a sentence is within applicable
statutory limits, a motion for reduction of sentence under Rule 35 is a plea for leniency, and this
court reviews the denial of the motion for an abuse of discretion. State v. Huffman, 144 Idaho,
201, 203, 159 P.3d 838, 840 (2007). To prevail on appeal, Wheeler must “show that the
sentence is excessive in light of new or additional information subsequently provided to the
district court in support of the Rule 35 motion.” Id. Wheeler has failed to satisfy his burden.
Wheeler provided no new information in support of his Rule 35 motion. He previously
claimed, at sentencing, that he is “innocent” of the crime of which he was convicted in this case,
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that he “do[es]n’t have any criminal history” or “any violent history,” and that a prison sentence
was not necessary for the purpose of accomplishing the goals of sentencing. (1/2/19 Tr., p.817,
L.2; p.828, L.11; p.830, L.4; p.813, L.3 – p.814, L.21.) Wheeler also previously informed the
court that he is a general building contractor, that he has four children and two grandchildren,
and that he did not present a risk to the community. (9/20/18 Tr., p.780, Ls.12-16.) As such,
none of this was new information before the district court. Because Wheeler presented no new
evidence in support of his Rule 35 motion, he failed to demonstrate in the motion that his
sentence was excessive. Having failed to make such a showing, he has failed to establish any
basis for reversal of the district court’s order denying his Rule 35 motion.

Conclusion
The state respectfully requests this Court to affirm Wheeler’s conviction and sentence
and the district court’s order denying Wheeler’s Rule 35 motion for a reduction sentence.

DATED this 3rd day of September, 2019.

__/s/_Lori A. Fleming____________
LORI A. FLEMING
Deputy Attorney General

VICTORIA RUTLEDGE
Paralegal
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 3rd day of September, 2019, served a true and
correct copy of the attached RESPONDENT’S BRIEF to the attorney listed below by means of
iCourt File and Serve:
BEN P. MCGREEVY
DEPUTY STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
documents@sapd.state.id.us.
__/s/_Lori A. Fleming____________
LORI A. FLEMING
Deputy Attorney General
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APPENDIX A

State v. Bradlev Frank Whee er Case No. CR14-18-9228 Docket No. 46656-2019
1

MR. SISSON: I will -- I intend to refer to that when I

1

crime is committed in the jail. And I think here the evidence

2 is the crime is committed in the jail, so I think that sentence

2

make my argument, Your Honor.

3

THE COURT: Okay.

3

4

MR. SPALDING: Your Honor, the State has three audios

4

is appropriate. Give me one second.
It is Idaho Code title 19-2520F. "Every person who

and one picture. I've shown these to Mr. Sisson. The audios

5 has been found guilty of the commission of a felony on the

6

are jail audios made by Mr. Wheeler, and the letter is a letter

6

grounds of a correctional facility located in the state shall

7

from Mr. Wheeler addressed lo his, I believe, ex-wife.

7

have the sentence for such offense begin after all previous
sentences have ended."

5

8

THE COURT: Okay. Have you shown those to defense?

8

9

MR. SPALDING: Yes.

9

And so I think by law his sentence should run

10

THE COURT: Okay.

10

11

MR. SPALDING: I intended to publish the audios --

11

12

THE COURT: Oh, okay.

12

13

MR. SPALDING: -- as part of my argument.

13

MR. SPALDING: Okay.

14

THE COURT: Okay. So I've received State's Exhibit 1

14

THE COURT: You said 19-25 --

15

MR. SPALDING: 20 and then big F. I think it's big F.

15 and State's Exhibit 2. I'll return State's Exhibit -- do you
16 want both of them back?

16

17

MR. SPALDING: Sure.

17

18

THE COURT: Okay. But if you'd ultimately return them

18

19

20
21

19

to me for the file.
MR. SPALDING: I will, Your Honor. Those are court
copies.

22
THE COURT: All right. Mr. Spalding, you may proceed.
23
MR. SPALDING: Your Honor, I'm going to begin by
24 bringing the court's attention to a statute that requires that
25 defendants be sentenced to a consecutive sentence if their
785
1
MR. SPALDING: II is, Your Honor. I think that there

consecutively, and I'm going to ask that it does.
THE COURT: All right. Give me just a moment to pull
that statute.

That's how ii appears on my digital readout.
THE COURT: I'm showing Idaho Code section 19-2520 is
extended sentence for use of a firearm or deadly weapon.
MR. SPALDING: I think there are·· my digital copy of

20

the code shows that there are a number of additional not just

21

subsections but sections, like it goes from 2520A, B, C.

22

THE COURT: Oh, I see. Okay. Thank you.

23
MR. SPALDING: Sorry.
24
THE COURT: All right. It says -- so it's your position
25 that correctional facility includes the Canyon County jail?
786
1

think I am on the assault on a law enforcement officer. But

2

are a number of sections defining ii. So for example, escape

2

that's the basis for those dismissals.

3

defines correctional facility, and it would fall under that.

3

4

I also think to the extent the court doesn't want

4

The NCO dismissals, the top two are more recently
done by my office. I asked them to look at -- and I think

5 Judge Sullivan asked them to look at whether or not he'd been

5

to look at the term as defined in other places in the Idaho

6

Code, I think it -- it meets the plain language as well. I

6

properly served. And I think he also asked them to look at it.

7

also think the court always has discretion to sentence in a

8

consecutive fashion.

7
8

cases as much as possible.

9

THE COURT: The court does. The question is whether or

10 not it's bound to do so under this Code section. All right.

I'm not sure what he did. I'm trying to stay out of those

9

But it looks like he was never properly served. I

10 have a feeling it's because he has a habit of dodging service.

11

MR. SPALDING: I'm going to begin by I -- just very

11

In fact, I know from prior cases where he undertook pretty

12
13

quickly addressing some of the dismissals. I think that on

12

substantial efforts to dodge service for no-contact orders.

this thing it shows that there are a number of dismissals. And
I want -- I want to touch on why those occurred from a

13
14

But it looks like he was never properly served. Everyone

14

believed he'd been properly served.

15 prosecutor's point of view.

15

16

16

make calls that would have been in violation of the order, but

17
18

he's not properly charged because he was never properly served.

17
18

The last two on the bottom are dismissed probation
violations. Your Honor, those were dismissed at my request.
The probation violation evidentiary hearings were set close in

There was, in fact, a no-contact order. And he did

So that's the nature of those dismissals.

19

time before trial. It was my choice as a trial matter to not

19

20

have all my witnesses go testify at a PV evidentiary hearing

20 Mr. Wheeler didn't engage in conduct that is generally

21

right before trial for trial purposes. So those were dismissed

22 probation violations.
23
To the extent they can be refiled, I may refile. I
24 think I am past the statute of limitations on one, but I'm not
25 sure if I am on the other one. I have to go back and look. I
787

21

I don't think any of these dismissals reflect that
violative. In one he knew of the existence of the no-contact

22 order. I don't think he knew whether or not he'd been properly
23 served, but I'm open to being corrected on that basis.
24
And the other one, he clearly violated the terms of
25 his probation. I mean, he got convicted of this crime. But
788
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1

the no-contact order violation was dismissed at my request,

2 just given the nature of the timing.
3

1

police involved him eluding and, you know, resisting arrest by

2 police officers.

I would like to bring it to the court's attention

4 first, State's Exhibit No. 2. I'll walk it up there in a

3

He's continuously made threats to this person.

4 Candidly, Your Honor, I tried to bring that person here today,

5

second. I reviewed this defendant's criminal history both in

5 and they're all unwilling because they're terrified of

6

this CR14-18-09228 and in some others. I'm the handling

6

Mr. Wheeler. I think in that context, his statement reads as a

7

attorney on his misdemeanor appeal.

7

threat, and I'm going to ask the court to consider it as part
of this record.

8

And it's remarkable how often Mr. Wheeler resorts

8

9

to violence or threats of violence when he doesn't get his way.

9

10 He has an ongoing dispute with the person I think he contends

10

11

is still his lawful wife. I don't think anyone else has that

11

12

understanding, but Mr. Wheeler does.

I'd also ask the court to consider some of the
statements THE COURT: One question about this.

12

MR. SPALDING: Sure.

13

He is from the jail in violation of a

13

THE COURT: And let me read this before you go forward.

14

properly-enacted but I think improperly-served no-contact

14

15

order, sending that person letters. And the subject of his

15

16

letters is concerning. He says that soon he will be out back

16 - because the jail believed that there was an active

17

again, and he knows exactly how to deal with her once and for

17

18

all, and believe you me, he will do so.

18 written in violation of a no-contact order. That letter is

19

Your Honor, I think in a loving relationship where

20

21

as a threat. But Your Honor, this is a person -- my

21

22
23
24
25

understanding is that he was convicted of stalking. In that

22
23
24
25

carrying a firearm . He did so where like the end of that
CR14-18-09228 when it finally came to the attention of the

MR. SPALDING: That letter was written recently. It was
enforceable no-contact order, they seize letters that are

19 written to the person he believes to be his wife but everyone

20 two people got along for a long time, maybe that doesn't read

CR14-18-09228 he made a number of threats. He did so while

When do you think this letter was written?

else believes to be his ex-wife.
Candidly, I didn't look into it very much because I
don't have full access to divorce cases through iCourts. There
does appear to be a CR14-18-09228 that looks like a divorce
CR14-18-09228. But I haven't opened it. I don't have access
to the decree, and I don't think it's really appropriate for me

789
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1

to go check that file to make sure that there has been a proper

1

2

decreed divorce. So that's my knowledge about that.

2

3

That one, I believe, is from within - while he's

3

MR. SISSON: Yes, that's fine.
THE DEFENDANT: Hold on, hold on. I think we should
object. This is all under appeal. This should be objected to.

4

in custody on this CR14-18-09228, I believe post-conviction but

4

MR. SISSON: Your Honor -

5

prior to today's date.

5

THE DEFENDANT: This is part of the CR14-18-09228.

6

THE COURT: Okay. Thank you.

6

7

MR. SPALDING: Also while he was in custody on this

8

CR14-18-09228, he's made a number of jail calls that I'm going

7
8

9

to bring to the court's attention because I think they

9

MR. SISSON: Your Honor, yes, we -- I understand what
Mr. Wheeler is saying. The Rules of Evidence don't apply
during a sentencing hearing.
But in reality, this is about what conduct my

10

demonstrate his continued use of violence and threats of

10

11

violence to harass, annoy, and threaten people in his life to

11

demonize my client. And that's all they've done up to this

12

do things that he wants.

12

point is demonize him. We're talking about jail phone calls

13
14

harassment. I think it was originally contemplated to be

13
14

CR14-18-09228, and we're about to listen to those.

15
16

person, but the handling attorney in that CR14-18-09228

15
16

they got a judge's order to even retrieve the jail call?

concluded that as he was presently in jail his ability to

17

MR. SISSON: Well --

complete his threat at that time was not particularly good.

18

THE DEFENDANT: No, they haven't. They didn't get a

17
18

This call is the basis for his recent phone
charged as an aggravated battery as he threatens to murder a

client was convicted of. This is about the State trying to

that probably have no relevancy to this particular
THE DEFENDANT: One other thing. Have they proven that

19 And so they charged him with phone harassment instead.

19 judge's order to even have permission to retrieve the jail

20

20 call.

21

(Audio recording began.)

21

THE REPORTER: Excuse me.

22
MR. SPALDING: I'm sorry.
THE REPORTER: Will you stipulate I don't need to write
23
24 this?
25
MR. SPALDING: Happily.

MR. SISSON: In any event, Your Honor, once again, this

22 is - this isn't about what happened back in - almost a year
23 ago. This is about the State trying to vilify my client and
24 create a persona of him that in reality does not exist.
25
THE COURT: All right. The objection is noted and
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1

2

1

overruled. It is -- I believe Mr. Wheeler -Well, which audio are you going to play? There's

contact information.

2

The second call he makes it pretty clear that he

3

one where the defendant has been convicted of telephone -- was

3

tried to call that person and explain to them how their not

4

it harassment?

4

coming to court would result in the State not being able to

5

MR. SPALDING: Yes.

5 prove charges. He says that he tried to talk to this person,

6

THE COURT: Is that the call you intend to play?

6

was unable to get ahold of them, realized his ability to do

7

MR. SPALDING: That's this one. I have two others, yes.

7

that from the jail and continue to make those kinds of calls is

THE COURT: Okay. And then the defendant also made

8

pretty limited and asked this person to go call that person and

8

9

statements to the court and told me about this at the end of

9

explain to them how not coming to court on the shooting
CR14-18-09228 would result in dismissal of the charges.

10

the jury trial in this CR14-18-09228. So I'm going to overrule

10

11

the objections and allow the State to play the audio.

11

The State would also inform the court that in that

12

THE REPORTER: What about the court reporter writing it?

12

13

THE COURT: You do not need to write it.

13 fact, not appear in court, and those charges were dismissed.

14

THE REPORTER: Thank you.

14

So I think Mr. Wheeler is correct, securing the nonappearance

15

of a witness is a really good way of making sure cases go

15
16

(Audio played.)
MR. SPALDING: Your Honor, I also have two calls tending

CR14-18-09228, the shooting CR14-18-09228, that person did, in

16 forward. But I think it says something about Mr. Wheeler's

17

to show that the defendant involved himself in a witness

17

18

tampering. That one's currently being handled by police. In

18 criminality.

19

that CR14-18-09228 there was a shooting. That shooting does

19

20 not involve Mr. Wheeler. That shooting was what appears to be

20

danger to the community and his risk and his, frankly, level of
I think it's one thing where he's -- sometimes
appears to be a person driven by passion and emotion, but this

21

sort of gangland or drug-related shooting where one person owed 21

is not that, Your Honor. This goes beyond. This is, for lack

22

another person 50 bucks. Or I'm sorry, 300 bucks.

22

of a better word, more crafty than it is crazy. And so I have

23

some concerns about that level of criminality.

23

The defendant became friendly with one of the

24 people and then through a series of jail calls -- well, in the
25 first call, he asked for contact information and gets the

24
If the court wants me to play them, I can. If the
25 court would rather I just submit them, I can submit.

793
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1

MR. SISSON: Oh, no. No, no, no, no, no, no.

1

people who are involved as witnesses for one side or the other

2

THE COURT: Mr. Sisson?

in that shooting CR14-18-09228. That person -- the person

3

MR. SISSON: No. We hear this whole long narrative

2
3

4

about what's in the recording, and then we don't listen to the

4

5

recordings?

5
6
7
8
9

6

MR. SPALDING: I'm happy to play them.

7

MR. SISSON: No. Let's listen to the recordings because

8
9

-- well, let's just listen to the recordings.
THE COURT: All right.

10

(Audio played.)

11

(Audio played.)

12

named Bobby didn't have any other pending cases.
And the call records show -- I don't have -- they
don't generate an audio because no audio is ever made, but you
can see from the Telmate system that he's placing calls to the
number he's given.
So the first one he asks for a number from Bobby.
He says that he can talk about it on his phone but he doesn't

10 want to talk about it on essentially his coconspirator's phone,

MR. SPALDING: Your Honor, I'm sorry. I think I played

11

which the State implies pretty clearly that, number one, he

12

knows what he's doing is a problem and, number two, that he's

13

this out of order. The second one is -- the one I played first

13

trying to hide ii. You know, you don't have to worry whose

14

is the second one, I'm pretty sure.

14

phone it's on if you're wishing someone happy birthday; right?

15

THE COURT: Okay.

15

16

17

16

(Audio played.)
MR. SPALDING: So just by way of explanation. those

18 calls are in reverse order, looking back in my notes. He asked

He gets that phone number for that person named
Bobby, then he calls that number at least once. II doesn't

17 pick up, so I don't have an audio of it.
18
But then he calls that person back and explains

19 for a number. He asked for a number for Bobby, and he gets the

19

20

number. I ran all of our records because he talks about a

20 CR 14-18-09228 is, and they talk at length about that person not

21

CR14-18-09228 in the second call. That CR14-18-09228, there's

21

22 only one person. We have relatively robust name records
23

because all of our records are digital. There's only one

24 CR14-18-09228.
25
The people involved in this phone call are the same

sort of who this Bobby is, what his relationship to his
showing up.

22
23

And to the State's mind, at least, it's more than
just him wishing they don't appear. It's him -- the phone call

24 in between, to my mind, I think to any reasonable mind, is him
25 engaging in witness tampering. I think it's relevant. I think
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1

it's important that he's engaging in criminal conduct beyond

2 just the things he's directly involved with. He's branching
3

He has a C note •· in the 338 pages, there's one

3

out to new things.

4

1

2 for telling another inmate that he's a dead man.

I •· just to be clear, he was found guilty •· I

4

I think the court has paperwork from 2014
indicating that he had some sort of delusion disorder, but that

5

don't remember if he's pending sentencing or not •· on the

5 same person •· I think it's Chad Sombke on both •· also did his

6

telephone harassment CR14-18-09228. I believe he may have

6

most recent mental health evaluation. That one was a

7

already been sentenced on that one. I'm not sure.

7

competency evaluation.

8

9

The new charges, if any, for the calls he made from
the jail are pending. The officer•· the primary officer

8
9

And I understand there's a really big difference
between competent enough to stand trial and perfectly mentally

10

involved in that CR14-18-09228 is, I think, the same officer

10

healthy. I understand that there's a pretty big gulf there,

11

who picked up the DU I and is out on leave, so that one I'm

11

but that one doesn't identify him as even having that same

12

finding a different officer to investigate.

12

mental health disorder. I don't think it finds that he is

13

mentally ill. I think it instead finds that he's a person who
likes getting his way.

13

I'm going to bring up some of his jail conduct. I

14

think the court and counsel both have the•· sort of his C

14

15

notes from the Canyon County jail. I think it's summarized

15

16

best as follows. The last time I looked he had 507 new days of

16

to put him in. I think we're all experienced with people who

17

suspended lockdown time.

17

have a point of view, and if you have that point of view, you

18

persist with it, and you happen to be right, people regard you

19

as being stalwart or persevering. I don't know what we call

18

19

His loss of privileges for violation of jail rules
extends through March of 2020. He continues to this day to

Your Honor, I don't•· I don't know what category

20 interfere with head count. He gets written up for minor

20

you when you insist always on your point of view and you happen

21

21

to be wrong. I -- liar comes to mind.

infractions such as just screaming after lights out.

22
23

He demands random people, usually male staff,
provide him with sexual favors. I don't think he's actually

24 intending to engage in sex with officers. I think he's just
25 being abusive.

22
23

And I think his conduct in this CR14-18-09228 and,
frankly, in others, shows that he has a problem just being

24 honest with himself and with everyone else.
25
But here the problem isn't that he's wrong about
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1

things all the time or that he insists on getting his way all

1

2

the time. It's that when he doesn't get his way, he has at

3

this point a long pattern of engaging in threats or violence

2 who, just doing their job, do things that bug you. Every
3 single person every single day deals with the daily low-level

4

when it doesn't happen.

4

to do what you don't want to do, there are going to be people

abrasiveness of just getting by.

6

about an arm band that he refuses to wear. He doesn't want to

7

wear it. He views it as some sort of sign or indication that

8

he's personally offended by it. So out of all people in the

9

jail, he's the guy that refuses to wear it. Your Honor, that

5
6
7
8
9

10

doesn't need to turn into a fistfight. But it does because

10

11

Mr. Wheeler insists on getting his way and is violent when he

11

public safety, at some point we have to take him at his word.

12

doesn't.

12

He's threatening his wife to take care of their problem

13

permanently. The court can deem that to be whatever it thinks
it appropriate.

5

In this CR14-18-09228 there's a !icky-tack dispute

Whatever Mr. Wheeler's situation with his spouse or

13

14

ex-spouse, when he doesn't get his way, he engages in felony

14

15

stalking.

15

Mr. Wheeler chooses to engage in violence when that
happens. And if he can't keep his conduct within the
circumscribes of the law in the jail, then it's hard to believe
that he's going to learn how to conduct himself without
engaging in violence when he's out of the jail.
And I also think when the court's considering

But he's really clear about what he wants to do to

16

his brother. What he wants to do to his brother is kill him,

17

and pretty explicitly. You know, I think that sometimes there

18

are people who make jokes or lightheartedly say that they're

19 was a dispute about a food tray, and he either punched or tried

19

going to hurt a person in a jokey way. That was not a joke.

20 to punch the officer in that CR14-18-09228.

20 That's about as clear of a threat on a person's life as I've

16

The last time he had a dispute with an officer that

17 he got convicted of assault or battery on a law enforcement
18 officer began over also relatively ticky-tack conduct. There

21

The problem is this. The primary sentencing factor

22 is whether or not you impose a danger to the community and
23

21
23

making sure that the community's safe.

24
There is no way to avoid the low-level abrasiveness
25 of everyday life. There are going to be people who don't want

ever heard. Now, at the time he didn't have the ability to

22 follow through with it, but if the court releases him to
probation, he absolutely does. And I think that's a really bad

24 option.
25
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1

one are things that are going to come up. That dispute didn't

1

2 begin because someone had actually done anything. There's no

2

We're done."
Deterrence at the point where you have three

3

reason to believe that something actually occurred. The

3

felonies, two of which are violent, the third is a stalking,

4

defendant merely had a dream that upset him. If we release him

4

which the court can consider to be violent or not violent

5

to probation or to a rider, he's likely to continue to have

5 depending. Two crimes of violence is enough. The message to

6

dreams that upset him. And if one dream that upsets him puts

6

the community and to Mr. Wheeler should be sent that enough is

7

him on the path of threatening to murder people, much less

7

enough.

8

actually murdering people, none of us are safe.

8

9

I also don't think it's appropriate to give him a

9

I think all those factors considered, prison is the
appropriate sentencing.

10

rider. Your Honor, he had an opportunity at a rider in 2014.

10

11

He did a rider, and now he's back here with new charges. I

11

leave restitution open for six months. I don't think that

12

think whatever a rider was going to fix, it fixed. It didn't

12

there will be any.

13 work. He's back. He's committing new and more violent crimes

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

now.

21

appropriate. I don't know what IDOC is supposed to do with you

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

And turning to the other factors of probation, I
think that the court can sort of walk -- or other factors for
sentencing, I think the court can sort of walk through. I
think treatment at this point is realty, really hard because he
doesn't want any, he's not willing to get any, and he's
refusing to be evaluated. I don't know treatment is

22 in a treatment capacity if you refuse anything that they do.
23
I think in terms of deterrence, I think it's about
24 time that the court say, "Look, you have two prior felonies.
25 You got convicted of being a persistent violator of the law.

The court asks -- or the State asks that the court

And then I ask that the oourt impose a prison
sentence. I'm asking for five plus ten imposed. He is exposed
up to life. I don't think that's necessarily appropriate.
But I think at this point the State has tried all
the options. He was put on probation. He was given a rider.
He still commits felony crimes of violence, and he commits them
in the jail. And frankly, if you can't follow the rules in the
jail, you can't follow them anywhere else.
He's a danger to the community. I like jail staff,
generally speaking. I think they're pretty good guys. And I'm
aware that by sending him to an incarceration, I'm putting them
at risk, but they get paid to do that for a living. And I
don't think anybody who doesn't get paid to do it for a living
802
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

should have to endure the risk that he imposes on all the rest

1

of us just by being alive.

2

THE COURT: I have one question for you.
So I want to return back to the consecutive
sentence issue. Which particular sentences or cases do you
believe I should order this be served consecutive to?
MR. SPALDING: I ask that it be served consecutive to
all cases.
THE COURT: Because he has other cases that he is on
probation for; right?
MR. SPALDING: Yeah. Although I think probation in his
battery on law enforcement may have lapsed. I'm not sure. I'd
have to go back to check to see if anything tolls the lime.
But if Mr. Sisson's recitation is correct, and I don't have any
reason to think it's not, he was placed on probation for three
years ending 2018, and that should have lapsed by now.
I don't know if the stalking one has lapsed, but

3
MR. SPALDING: The stalking charge, I don't have - I
4 don't know, Your Honor. I'd have to open it up.
THE DEFENDANT: I have the information, Your Honor, if
5
6 you'd like me to give ii to you.
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
sentences that exist before today's date. I don't have a
record of which ones are currently active.
20
THE COURT: Okay. Because my concern is, depending on 21
whether or not he's on probation in another CR14-18-09228 and
22
the State goes forward with a probation violation in one of
23
those cases and a sentence is imposed, we could be potentially
24
25
looking at a lot of fixed time. Your thoughts?
I'm going to request that the court run it consecutively to all

Well, I mean, what's the sentence on the stalking
charge?

THE COURT: Let me - give it to Mr. Sisson.
MR. SISSON: Your Honor, it's my understanding that he
was given a sentence of three years fixed plus two years
indeterminate. What I didn't determine was how many years of
probation he was placed on.
MR. SPALDING: Your Honor, since all of those are IDOC
sentences, it should be on the IDOC site.
(Mr. Sisson and the defendant conferred.)
MR. SISSON: Yeah. We believe that there was a
three-year probation and that it expired in November.
MR. SPALDING: !DOC doesn't list him as an inmate. I
think he may have all - unless I've erred in -THE DEFENDANT: In the other CR14-18-09228 with Orr,
it's done on the 8th of January. It's a misdemeanor, but I
think it serves concurrent.
MR. SPALDING: Your Honor, the only person listed -Bradley Frank Wheeler is listed as being on probation through
IDOC. It looks like - well, they list him as being on - as
having a full sentence satisfaction date of November of 2018,
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1

Now, for that they've refused me rights to

1

there just -- there's no basis to it. That whole thing took

2

visitations. They've stolen -- now, in the Idaho Jail

2

place clear back in August. This whole thing is just a bogus

3

Standards, it is completely against the law to punish me by

3

statement. He's lying to you.

4 withholding food from me. My son has spent over $600 in
5 commissary food that these officers have outright stolen from
6 my cell as form of punishments. Okay? That's all this has
7

come down to.

8

8
9
10

comments.

11
12

that was just dismissed by the prosecution's office was the

13
14

4
5
6
7

Now -THE COURT: So Mr. Wheeler, I need you to wrap up your
THE DEFENDANT: I am. I am. The last CR14-18-09228
31st. Okay?
Now, I've got discovery in place to file the appeal

So my position is to you, Your Honor, I'm innocent.
Russell Donnelly stated right there on the stand that I did not
hit Mr. Regis at all. I did not resist arrest. During that
time I indicated that I wanted charges filed against Mr. Regis,
and he said, "Fine. Perfect. I'll do that." And he didn't.

9

Now, Regis is the only one that did the

10

investigation, and he's the one that did the probable cause

11
12

Now, the Idaho Jail Standards are very, very clear that when

13
14

guard is to be removed. There's to be a full-blown

statement, which makes it an illegal investigation. Okay?
there is a violent issue between an inmate and a guard, that

15 on that Judge Southworth CR14-18-09228, but I've got to get all

15 investigation, and that guard has nothing to do with filing the

16
17

16
17

allegations.

18

cause that was signed was by Ryan Regis only, which he had

18
19

that paperwork in place. And I'm waiting for that discovery to
come in place.
Second of all, when I come out from that wrongful

The only allegation in the affidavit of probable

19

everything to gain -- he had everything to lose by other people

20 there at all, none. Okay. I came out. I did some classes

20

investigating the CR14-18-09228. No other deputy in the whole

21
22

21
22

jail cell or outside shared anything. Nobody else

sentence from Judge Southworth -- which I had no incidents out
that Rhonda asked me to do. And within, I don't know, a year's
time she took me off probation. Okay? Now, the sentence was

23 until the 15th of November. But she took me off. I had no
24 reporting. I had -- there was absolutely nothing. Okay?
25
Now, this jury tampering or witness tampering,

investigated. Only Ryan Regis is the only one that

23 investigated.
24
Now, I sent things to the sheriff himself to
25 investigate it and the Idaho State Police. Now, I met with the

829

830

1

Idaho State Police, and they refused to investigate it. That's

1

argument for this reason. I don't have enough context for what

2

how bad this railroading is.

2
3

Mr. Wheeler was involved beyond the phone call and the

3

THE COURT: And I think I understand your position.

exactly transpired, what the underlying issue is, how
arguments made. So I just want to make it clear that I am

need -- if you have any additional brief comment to make, I'll

4
5
6

7

hear that, but otherwise I need to make a decision in this

7

dismissed. Mr. Wheeler, I certainly understand that you were

8

CR14-18-09228. We do have other cases to get to.

8
9

charged with a number of offenses and that those were

4

THE DEFENDANT: Okay.

5

THE COURT: All right. Thank you, Mr. Wheeler. I do

6

9
10
11
12
13
14

THE DEFENDANT: All right, Your Honor.
THE COURT: All right. Thank you.
All right. I have considered all the factors of
criminal sentencing in this CR14-18-09228 including protection
of society, deterrence of crime, rehabilitation for you,
Mr. Wheeler, as well as punishment, along with the factors set

disregarding that issue.
I'm also not considering the charges that were

dismissed. I'm not considering those dismissed charges either

10
11

in my sentencing today.

12
13
14

take any responsibility for your actions in this CR14-18-09228.

What does also concern me is you have failed to
I watched the testimony at trial as well. All 12 jurors were
convinced that you did strike Mr. Regis, or Officer Regis.

15 out by our legislature in Idaho Code section 19-2521.

15 That was also clear to me from the testimony at trial as well

16

16

as the video.

17
18

make to your brother. That causes me a lot of concern. You

19

were also found guilty related to that call for telephone

There are certainly a number of things that do

17 cause me concern in this CR 14-18-09228. Certainly your prior
18 felony convictions for battery or assault on a correctional
19

officer as well as your stalking conviction. In addition, too,

I'm also concerned about the threat that you did

20 this additional battery on a correctional officer conviction

20 harassment or intimidation or threats. So that does cause me

21

21

causes me a lot of concern about the protection of society and

22 the danger you may impose to our community.
23
There's been a lot mentioned here today. First
24 regarding the audios about the potential witness intimidation
25 charge, I am actually going to disregard those calls and that

concern, again, for protection of society and potentially

22 danger that you do pose.
23
Mr. Wheeler, I'm also concerned about your mental
24 health. I've dealt with you on a number of occasions in this
25 CR14-18-09228 as well as throughout trial. I have concerns
832
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1
2
3

about your mental well-being. It's clear to me that you do

1

have some mental health issues. It's why I did order a -- we

2

from coming into contact with Ryan Regis. If he - I don't

call it a 19-2522 full evaluation.

3

think he's going to - well, I'm going to ask for a no-contact

4

administratively feasible. It's not possible to prohibit him

4

order in favor of Ryan Regis outside of the jail, such that if

5
6

and that's your call. You don't have lo participate in that.

5

he has to be in the jail, the no-contact order does not apply.

But it does leave me with a number of unanswered questions

6

7

about what mental health issues you're dealing with. And it

8

gives me a lot of doubt about whether or not those can be

7
8

You chose not to participate in that evaluation,

I think if they're both in the jail at the same
time, there's no administratively feasible way for that to
happen because Ryan Regis has sort of has to go where the jail

9 managed in the community without a clear avenue of how those
10 can be treated and addressed in the community.

9 goes, the defendant sort of has to go where the jail goes. And
10 neither one of them is in a good position to ensure it. And

11

Considering all those factors that I did mention,

11

they have their own internal procedures to ensure they're not

12

together to the extent that's appropriate.

in this CR14-18-09228 I'm going to sentence you to 5 years

12

13 fixed, 10 years indeterminate for a total of 15 years. I don't

13

So I'm going to ask for a no-contact order in favor

14
15

14
15

of Ryan Regis that applies for everywhere except the Canyon
County jail while Mr. Wheeler's an inmate. I don't want him to

16

go there extracurricularly.

believe there are any other cases to serve this consecutive to
as we discussed earlier.

16

I will fine you in the amount of $5,000. You'll be

17

required to provide a DNA sample and a right thumbprint

18
19

impression to the State. Failure to do so is a felony offense.
You're going to be required lo pay court costs.

20 I'll leave restitution open for a period of 90 days. You'll

17
THE COURT: Mr. Sisson, any comments you want to make on
18 a no-contact order?
19

MR. SISSON: No.

20

THE COURT: Okay. I am going to order that Mr. Wheeler

21

also be required to reimburse the Canyon County Public

21

22

Defender's Office in the amount of $350 for the time that your

23 attorney has spent working on this CR14-18-09228.
24
Is the State requesting a no-contact order?

22 County jail. And I'll extend that for the full 15 years.
23
Mr. Wheeler, you do now have the right to appeal my
24 sentence as well as the judgment of conviction in this

25

25

MR. SPALDING: No. No. Because it's not

not have any contact with Officer Regis outside the Canyon

CR14-18-09228 and the jury's decision. You must do so within
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1 42 days of judgment being entered in this CR14-18-09228. You

1

those requests.

2

may be represented by an attorney in that appeal. If you

2

(Mr. Sisson and the defendant conferred.)

3
4

cannot afford an attorney for that appeal, one will be provided

3
4

THE COURT: Mr. Spalding, will you fill this out with

for you at public expense if you are a needy person.

5
6

an appeal from here.

7
8

as well as request to have the State Appellate Public

7
8

9

Defender's Office appointed for you to assist you in that.

9

THE DEFENDANT: I guess I need someone to help me file

6

THE COURT: Yes. Mr. Sisson can file an appeal for you

10
11

5

THE DEFENDANT: Okay.
THE COURT: I'm going to provide you a document entitled

12

"Notice to Defendant Upon Sentencing." This sets out your

13
14

post-judgment rights in this CR14-18-09228. I ask that you
review that with Mr. Sisson. I will leave you with a copy. I

17
18

17
18

19

THE COURT: Mr. Wheeler, either you can file that or

20 Mr. Sisson can file that on your behalf.
21

THE COURT: That's fine.
MR. SPALDING: And Your Honor, I may not have his date
of birth in the file. I can check.

13
14
15
16

THE DEFENDANT: Your Honor, I do want to have a Rule 35

MR. SPALDING: Yes. I don't intend to put his address
on here because I don't intend to give it to Mr. Wheeler.

10
(Mr. Sisson and the defendant conferred.)
11
THE COURT: All right. I'll have that served on
12 Mr. Wheeler at this time.

15 will ask that you sign that.
16
(Mr. Sisson and the defendant conferred.)
done.

his full name and date of birth?

(The proceedings concluded at 3:1 2 p.m.)

19

20

THE DEFENDANT: Okay. Your Honor, could I ask you to

21

22 waive all expenses for transcripts and whatnot needed to do my
23 post relief 24
THE COURT: They can be done at public expense.

22
23
24

25

25

Mr. Sisson can help you file that notice of appeal and make
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